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SOME REMARKS ON THE AORIST ASPECT 
IN THE GREEK NEW TESTAMENT! 

by P. V. Pistorius 
(University of Pretoria) 

In a sense the aorist offers more problems than the imperfect or perfect 
aspects, and there is a greater resultant confusion about the function of the 
aorist. 

The first and most important point to remember is that the aorist refers 
to a point in an action and not to a momentary action. Even the most 
momentary action referring to present time must inevitably go back into the 
past, however little, and in the same way must stretch to some extent into 
the future. Such momentary action can be expressed in any aspect, depending 
on which aspect the speaker wishes to emphasise. If the speaker wishes to 
emphasise the attempt to act, the duration of the act (however brief that 
duration may be), or the repetition of that act, the aspect is imperfect, while 
if he emphasises the point of inception or completion, the aspect would be 
aoristic, and if the aim is to state the resultant condition, the aspect would 
be perfect. 

But it seems to be generally and even uncritically accepted, as Funk puts 
it2, that a complexive or constative aorist can be used 'to describe linear 
actions which, having been completed, are regarded as a whole, as well as 
repeated actions, provided the repetition is summed up and has a terminus.' 

To speak of an 'ausdehnunglose Gegenwartspunkt' as Eduard Hermann 
does3, and to give as an example 'Ich bin', which lies between 'ich war' and 
'ich werde sein', is to give substance to what is purely imaginary. When I 
say etJ.li I refer to a state that essentially involves what is past as well as what 
is future. It would involve the present only in as far as the present is an 
imaginary link between the past and future. That imaginary link can never 
be expressed by a verb or in any other way, since any verb referring to 
present time must refer also to past and future time. The very statement 
'I am' or 'I eat' is not without duration. A certain period of time is involved 
in which these words are said. Their real meaning is 'I have been, I am, and 
I shall be' and 'I have been eating, I eat and I shall eat', even though the 
period of time involving the past and future may be very brief. 

This is true of Greek as well as of all other languages in the case of present 
tense verbs referring to present time. It would not be true of the historic 
present, which is normally aoristic, nor of the futuristic present. 

1. This article is an extract from a larger work on verbal aspect in the Greek New 
Testament, presently in the course of preparation. 

2. F. Blass and A. Debrunner, A Greek Grammar of the New Testament, revised and 
translated by R. W. Funk, Cambridge 1961, par. 332; Funk, IFLIV, p. 262-4. 

3. E. Hermann quoted by Koschmieder, IFLIII, p. 282. 
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Herman4, as quoted by Koschmieder5, is wrong also when he explains the 
absence of a punctiliar or aoristic present in Greek as merely a popular 
philosophic concept about past, present and future time and that in the 
Hebrew perfect the preterital and futuristic parts of the present are ab
stracted, leaving an 'ausdehnunglose' punctiliar present. Hebrew has no 
'tempora' in a strict sense, although in the Talmud the perfect is used for 
the past tense, the imperfect for the future, while the present is rendered 
with the help of a participle. 

The reason why there is no aoristic or punctiliar present in Greek does not 
lie in the structure of the Greek language, but in all language. Any verb 
denoting present time must have its point of inception in the past and its 
point of conclusion in the future. 

Brugmann6, speaking of the complexive or constative aorist, writes: 
'Die Handlung ist in allen Hillen auf einem bestimmten Moment bezogen 
oder in einem Moment zusammengefasst.' In the same paragraph he adds 
that while the imperfect aspect sketches the action in its process, the com
plexive or constative aorist reduces the whole action to a single point. 

Moulton7 admits that the constative or complexive aorist is not punctiliar. 
Only a point in an action is punctiliar, while the constative aorist 'is used 
for what is not point action, but is merely treated as such.' 

Delbruck8 apparently realised that the aorist can indicate only a point in 
an action and that it is logically impossible to condense a durative action 
to a single momentary action. But his solution of the problem is not very 
helpful. He finds three points in an action, each of which is rendered by an 
aorist, namely the point of inception (ingressive aorist), the middle point, 
which is rendered by the constative aorist, and the point of conclusion, 
where we use the effective aorist, which is confusedly called by some writers 
the 'perfective' aorist. 

But what would the middle point signify? If the oi.KoboJ.liJ9Tt of John 2,20, 
which is one of the instances of a 'constative' aorist in the New Testament, 
were to indicate the middle point, would it then refer to the end of the 23rd. 
year of the building of the temple? But that was clearly not what the Jews 
wanted to say. The whole point of their argument was that from the time of 
beginning the building of the temple to its completion forty six years 
elapsed. 

Thumb9 regards the constative aorist as a regular aorist portraying an 
event in the past. But that would fail to explain the difference between 
llA.vov, !lA.ucru and €A.eA.61Cetv. 

4. Gottinger Nachrichten, 1933, p. 470-480, quoted by Koschmieder, IF LIII, p. 282. 
5. IF LIII, p. 282. 
6. K. Brugmann, Griechisclze Grammatik, 4th ed., Miinchen 1913. p. 545. 
7. J. H. Moulton, Prolegomena, p. 115-118. 
8. B. Delbruch, Vgl. Synt. II, p. 230. 
9. Albert Thumb, Handbuch der griechischen Dialekte, 1909, p. 212. 
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Gildersleeve10 speaks of the constative aorist as the 'aorist of long 
duration', a total denial of the essential force of the aorist. 

These views all imply, in my opinion wrongly, that the aorist can indicate 
a momentary action. Its function is not to indicate a momentary action, but 
a moment in an action. Even if the aorist could be complexive in the sense 
that it condenses a linear action into a momentary action, such momentary 
actibn could be expressed in any aspect, since it would have a preamble, 
duration (however brief) and a possible repetition, all of which calls for the 
imperfect aspect. It would have a point of inception and one of completion, 
calling for the ingressive and effective aorists respectively, as well as a 
resultant state, which would be expressed by the perfect aspect. 

What is of importance is that in practically all the supposed cases of the 
constative aorist there is some adverbial phrase indicating duration. Funk11 

gives as examples Acts 28,30 &veJ.t.etw:v of: ote'tiav OATJV tv ioirp J.t.tcr8ffiJ.t.an; 
Acts 14,3, {Kavov xpovov ote'tpt\jfUV; Acts 18,11, EVtUU'tOV Kai J.li'jVa~ €~ 

EKU8tcrev; Act. 11 ,26, &yeVE'tO Ul:l'tOt~ Kai &vtaU'tOV OAOV cruvaxefjvat EV 'tij 
EKKA TJ criq.. 

Examples given by Brugmann12, where an adverbial phrase adds the idea 
of duration to an aorist indicative, include Herodotus 2, 133, E~irocrav 

xp6vov imi 1tOAAOV; Thucydides 5,5, Eyeve'to MecrcriJVTJ AoKpmv 'ttVU 
xp6vov. 

Robertson13 also gives New Testament examples of what he regards as 
constative or complexive aorists, e.g. John 2,20, 'tecrcrepaKOV'ta Kai €~ 
lhecrtv OlKOOOJ!TJ8Tj 0 vao~ oi'i't6s; Hebrews 11,23, EKpU~TJ 'tptJ!TJVOV; 
Rev. 20,4, BSTJCJUV Kai &~acriA.eucrav J.lE'tU 'tOU XPtCJ'tOU xiA.ta B'tTJ; Rom. 5,14, 
&~acriA.eucrev o eava'to~ a1to AM!! J.t.expi Mroucrero~ and many similar 
examples, all with some phrase indicating duration. 

The solution of the problem may be a very simple one. One must remember 
that when a speaker emphasises a specific aspect of an action, his use of that 
aspect does not deny the factual reality of the other aspects involved in that 
same action. When one says eA.uev 1:ou~ bmou~ it is true that the action is 
seen as imperfect, in other words, either conative, durative or iterative. But 
that action also had a moment of inception and a moment of completion, 
where the aspect would be aoristic, and there would be a resultant state 
after the completion of the action, where the perfect aspect would be used 
if the speaker had wished to emphasise the resultant state. 

This being so, it is quite natural that a speaker or writer might wish to 
emphasise more than one aspect of an action, since all the aspects would be 
factually true, and that is clearly the answer to all these so-called cases of the 

10. B. L. Gildersleeve, Syntax of Attic Greek, p. 105. 
11. Funk, op. cit., par. 232. 
12. Brugmann, op. cit., p. 545. 
13. A. T. Robertson-A Grammar of the Greek New Testament in the light of Historical 

Research, p. 833. 
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constative aorist where an adverbial phrase is added to indicate duration. 
That is true of all languages. If we say 'He arrived for a visit of ten days', 

we clearly emphasise the moment of inception (ingressive aorist), as well as 
the fact that the action begun at that moment lasted ten days. In other words, 
the speaker emphasises the aoristic aspect by using a certain form of the 
verb and the durative aspect by a phrase indicating duration. 

In all the many cases in the New Testament of the double emphasis this 
rule holds good. In John 1,39, 1tap' autq'l EflctVUV'tTJV l'Jfl&pav EKBiVllV, the 
Eflctvav indicates the point of inception (ingressive aorist), while the EKBiVllV 
fJfl&pav indicates the duration. All that has happened is that the writer has 
emphasised two aspects of the same action, both factually true. The one 
aspect is indicated by the aorist Eflctvav, while the imperfect aspect is 
emphasised by an adverbial phrase indicating duration. 

That is true also when the aorist form in the supposed constative aorist 
is effective, indicating the moment of completion, as in John 2,20, where the 
point of completion of the building of the temple is indicated by otKooofliJ911, 
an effective aorist, while the duration of the action leading to that completion 
is indicated by tscrcrspuKovta Kai s~ Etccrtv. 

Funk14 also speaks of a constative aorist indicating repeated action, which 
is then taken to be imperfect in its aspect, e.g. 2 Cor. 11,25 -rpic; Epa~oicr811v; 
Acts 11,26, Ey&Vc'L"O au-roic; Kai EVtaU'L"OV OAOV cruvaxefjvat EV 'L"ij EKKAllcrtQ.; 
Mark. 12,44, 7tUV-rcc; E~aA.ov. 

In the case of Acts 11,26 there does not seem to be any sign of repeated 
action. It is clearly a case of an ingressive aorist in Ey&vsw cruvax9fjvm, 
with the durative nature of the action expressed by Evtau-ruv. In the case of 
2 Cor. 11,25 the effective aorist Epa~oicr811v emphasisis the completion of the 
action, while the -rpic; emphasises the imperfect iterative nature of the 
action. In other words, it tells us that the act of whipping was completed on 
three occasions. Here also the aim is to draw attention to two separate 
aspects of the action, both of which are factually true. 

This can happen also in a combination of the imperfect and perfect 
aspects, e.g. Mark 5,4, ota 'tO UU'L"OV 1tOAAUKtc; 7t&oatc; Kai uA.UcrccrtV 
ososcr9at, where oso&cr9at is a true perfect indicating a state after an 
action, while the 1tOAAUKtc; indicates that the state was not continuous, but 
that from time to time the man was in the state of having been bound after an 
act performed from time to time. It would be wrong to say that because of 
the 1tOAAUKtc; the verb oso&cr9at is imperfect iterative. All that has happened 
is that two aspects of the action (for which any aspect would be factually 
true) are emphasised, namely the perfect and the imperfect iterative aspects. 

Funk15, Robertson16 and others also speak of a constative or complexive 

14. Funk, op. cit., par. 332. 
15. Funk, op. cit., par. 322. 
16. Robertson, op. cit., p. 833. 
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aorist without any phrase indicating a conative, durative or iterative 
character, e.g. Mark 12,44 7tUV'tt>t; spaA.ov. Robertson gives as examples of 
the constative aorist B.G.U., 423 (ii A.D.) on Jll> ercuioaucrac; KUA.mc;. But 
this seems to me to be an uncomplicated effective aorist. He also quotes 
Mark 5,17, i)A.Sov, which he strangely calls 'a very simple constative aorist, 
just punctiliar and nothing more'. But if is just punctiliar, which in fact it is, 
why then call it constative at all? He also gives as examples of the constative 
aorist Acts 10,22-24, EXPTJJlU'ticrST], JlE'tU7tEJl'JIUcr9at a.Koucrat, el;i:vtcrsv and 
cruvfjA.Sov. 

But in all these cases the aspect is either ingressive aorist or effective 
aorist. In no instance is there an attempt to condense a durative action into 
a single point, which is supposed to be the function of the 'constative aorist'. 

From another example quoted by Robertson17 it becomes clear where his 
fault lies. He quotes Hebr. 11,27 EKUp'ti:pT]G'EV 'as a verb naturally durative 
in idea, but with a constative aorist.' The wrong presumption here is that 
verbal aspect attaches itself to the meaning of a verb, and that a verb which 
is naturally durative in idea cannot be expressed by an ordinary ingressive 
or effective aorist, in other words, that a durative action cannot have a point 
of inception or a point of completion. The EKUp'tEpt]crt>v of Hebr. 11,27 is 
clearly an ingressive aorist. 

Another example given by Robertson18 is Rom. 5,12, E<p' <!l 7tUV'tt>c; 
f!Jlaewv, which he calls 'a striking example of the constative (summary) 
use of the aorist.' But unless we are to deny the possibility of an ordinary 
ingressive or effective aorist in a plural verb, the f!Jlapwv is clearly a simple 
aorist ingressive-in as much as they all fell into sin. 

It seems to me to be clear that there is no constative or complexive aorist. 
The examples quoted with an adverbial phrase indicating duration are 
simply cases where the writer emphasises two aspects, while those without 
such adverbial phrases are simple cases of the ingressive or effective aorist. 

The same arguments used in this rejection of the constative aorist also 
dispose of the fallacy that by prefixing a preposition to a verb, it becomes an 
effective aorist. The idea is, quite correctly, that with such a preposition 
added the verb has the meaning of completion. 

This usage occurs in Greek and Latin (<pa(ryatv, EK<pauyatv facio and 
conficio ). It is absent in English where such a prefixed preposition may 
change the meaning of a verb completely, e.g. set and upset, or it may make 
the verb figurative instead of literal (overlook as against look over). But 
English does not prefix a preposition to indicate a successful ending to an 
action. One cannot say that he 'through-pierced' him, or that a carpenter 
had 'through-drilled' the wood. Mrikaans, German and Dutch know the 
use, and that is why such composite verbs have to be translated into English 

17. Robertson, op. cit., p. 833. 
18. Robertson, op. cit., p. 833. 
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by a sometimes very awkward circumlocution. The Afrikaans, ek kruip 
onder die tafel deur, could be rendered in English only by saying that I 
crawled on the floor towards the table, kept on crawling while I was under 
the table, and then emerged on the other side. 

The view that by the prefixing of a preposition to a verb, that verb then 
automatically becomes an effective aorist, is closely associated with the 
name of Eleanor Purdie19, and although her views were not generally ac
cepted, the principle itself was accepted by many, e.g. Brugmann20, Thumb21, 
Funk22 and others. 

Paul Thumb23 refers to the statistical method of Schlachter24 in respect of 
this problem in Thucydides, where Schlachter found that in the composite 
verbs the aorist was more common than the imperfect. In the imperfect stem 
of composite verbs there are only 83 cases, as against 260 cases of the 
imperfect in the corresponding simple verbs, while for the aorist the numbers 
are 159 and 199. 

Thumb himself investigated a number of verbs that occur both as com
posita and simplicia in the New Testament. He found that in the imperfect 
stem there were 1160 simplicia to 83 composita, while in the aorist stem the 
numbers are 885 and 226 respectively. 

Although these figures are far from being impressive, Thumb nevertheless 
concludes that there is a direct relation between the prefixing of one or more 
prepositions to a verb, and the aspect or Aktionsart of such verb. He states 
that in this way Greek was able to express verbs referring to present time 
in an aoristic aspect. 

As an example he quotes Mat. 6,2,5 and 16 U!lTJV U!lTJV Myro U!ltV -rov 
!ltcrSov un£x.oucrt, and adds that the Aktionsart of un£x.oucrt (haben ihren 
Lohn weg) is aoristic, and that the aspect of un£x.oucrt is therefore identical 
with that of sA.a~ov or scrx.ov. 

I disagree with that view. In the case of sA.a~ov or scrx.ov the aspect would 
be effective aorist, the completion of the act of receiving, while un£x.oucrt, 
like sx.oucrt, would mean that they have their reward, a clear case of a 
durative present imperfect. 

That the aorist is more common in the composita than in the simplicia 
is natural, since the meaning of the composita points to a conclusion. But 
that is as true of simplicia where the meaning points to inception or com
pletion. In the case of lipx.o!lat there are nearly 80 cases of the aorist in the 
New Testament, as against only two imperfect forms, Luk. 3,23, aino~ Yjv 
upx.6J.u:vo~ mcrci E't"ffiV 't"ptUKOV't"a-He was in his thirtieth year, was in the 

19. IF IX, p. 63 sqq. 
20. Brugmann, op. cit., p. 546. 
21. Thumb, IF XXVII, p. 195-199. 
22. Funk, op. cit., par. 318. 
23. Paul Thumb, IF XXVII, p. 195-8. 
24. /FXXIV, p. 203 sqq. 
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preamble of being thirty years old, an imperfect conative, and 2 Cor. 3,1, 
apx6!lE9a miA-tv saU1:ou~ cruvtcr't"UVEtv;-am I again busy recommending 
myself? which is a clear case of the imperfect durative. 

The very fact that so many composita in the New Testament are rendered 
in the imperfect stem, shows that when a composite verb is rendered in the 
imperfect stem, its aspect is imperfect, since the aorist stem is used to 
emphasise the aorist aspect. 

Space forbids an analysis of all these composita in the imperfect stem, but 
without exception I have found their aspect to be imperfect. I shall take two 
examples at random, both from the list of verbs treated statistically by 
Thumb. In Eph. 4,3 the cruA.A-a!ll3uvou is a clear injunction to continued 
help, therefore imperfect durative. In the ~ntytyvmcrKs't"m in I Cor. 14,37 the 
imperfect aspect is also clear-let him continually know. 

The basic error of Purdie, Brugmann, Thumb, Funk and others is that they 
identify aspect with the meaning of a verb. An action or state can be momen
tary in the sense that it is of extremely short duration, or its meaning could 
point to completion, as in KU't"Ecr9iEtv. But, to take the latter verb as an 
example, there must be the preamble, the 'being for' eating up. The eating 
up must take some time and could well be repeated at the next meal. These 
three facets are the imperfect conative, the imperfect durative and the 
imperfect iterative. And there would surely be a resultant state after the 
'eating up', which would be perfect in its aspect. Only the moment of 
inception and the moment of completion of the eating up would be aoristic. 
And mutatis mutandis that would be the case also of verbs indicating 
so-called momentary action. 

Our conclusion is that while prefixed prepositions can change the meaning 
of a verb, although that is not so common in the New Testament as in 
Polybius, it does not preclude the action being expressed in the aspect which 
the speaker wishes to emphasise . 
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